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A BSTRACT. Durin g the 1978 and 1979 fi eld seasons, ice thi c kn esses on th e Quelccay a ice cap were determ ined
usin g a Worden geod eti c grav ity meter a long a west- east traverse and using a mono -pul se ice radar sounder a lo ng
a nort h- sout h trave rse. The max imum ice thic kness measured was 180 ± 10 m. Based upo n the known th ickness
or th e ice cap and th e net accumulati on, d epth- age calcul ations indi cate that an ice core record coverin g a t least
the past 600 yea rs a nd perh aps I 300 years co uld be obtained rro m thi s tropical ice cap.
A topogra phic ma p o r the Qori Ka lis glac ier (the largest o utlet glacier rrom the Que lccaya ice cap) has been
co mpiled at a sca le or 1:6000 rrom 1963 aeria l photogra ph y. Terrestrial photogra ph y or the glacier was o bta ined
in 1978 a nd coordin ates or the edge or the glac ier were determined ph otogrammet ricall y. Comparison or th ese two
shows th at over this 15 year period the glac ier has thi nned with t he termin us retrea ting more than 100 m. Th e
retreat measured ro r the Q ori Kalis glacier is consistent with the be havior or other tro pi ca l glaciers.
R ESUME. IlI vestigations geophysiques de la calo/le glaciaire tropicale de QlIelccay a. Au cours des saisons
1978 et 1979 les epa isseurs de glace de la ca lotle glaciaire de Queiccaya ont ete d eterminees en utili sant un
m o nograv ito-metrc geodesi q ue Worden le long d ' une transversale Ou est- Est et un sondeur radar glace
impul sion le long d ' une tra nsversale No rd- Sud. L'epaisseur m ax imum de glace mesuree a ete de 180 ± 10 m. Sur
la base de I'epaisseur co nn ue de la calotle et de I'acc umul ati o n netle, des ealcul s epa isseur- temps indique nt que
des ca rotles de glace co uvra nt au moin s les de rnieres 600 a nnees et peut-etre I 300 a ns po urra ient et re prelevees
su r cWe ca lotle glacia ire tropicale.
Une ca rt e topog ra phiqu e du glac ier de Q o ri Kali s (le plu s grand emissaire iss u de la calotle du Queiccaya) a
e te etablie it I'echell e du 1/ 6 000 pa rti r de ph o tos aeriennes de 1963. Des photogra phi es terrestres du glac ier ont
eti: pri ses en 1978 et o n a determ ine pa r ph o togrammetrie les coo rd o nnees des bo rd s d u g lacier. La compa ra ison
de ccs deux couvertures mo ntre que, a u cours de cetle periode de 15 a ns le glacier s'est a minci et son ex tremite a
rec ule de plu s de 100 m. Ce reeul du glacier de Qori Kalis est co herent avec le com porte ment d'a utres glaciers
t ro pi ca ux.

a

a

a

ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG. Geophysika /ische Un tersuchllngen an der Iropischen Quelccaya-E iskappe. W a hrend
der Feldka mpag nen vo n 1978 und 1979 w urden a ur der Queiccaya-Eiskappe Eisdicken bestimmt, und zwar mit
e in cm Worden-Grav im eter la ngs eines W est- O st-Profil es und mit einem einpul sigen R a d ar-Echolot la ngs eines
No rd- Sud-Profil es. Di e griisste gemesse ne Eisdicke war 180 ± 10 m. Berechnun ge n de r Dickenentwicklung mit
dcr Zeit aur der G rundl age de r bekan nten Dic ke und der Nettoa kkumul ation der Eiska ppe zeigen, dass Eiskern e
min destens uber die letzten 600 l ahre und viell eicht bis I 300 l a hre aus dieser tro pi schen Eiskappe gewonnen
werde n kiinnten.
Au s Luftbild ern von 1963 wurde vo m Q o ri K alis Gletscher, dem griissten Au sftu ss-Gl etscher der Quelccaya Eis ka ppe. ein e to pog r a phi sc he Ka rte 1:6 00 0 hergestellt. 19 78 wurd e d e r Gl etsc her terres tri sc hph o tog rammetrisc h a urgenommen; d ie Lage des G letscherr a nd es wurde photogra mmetrisch bestimmt. Der
Verglcich zw isc hen bcid en Aurn ahmen zeigt, dass innerh alb dieser 15 l ahre der Gletsc her dunner gewo rd en ist
und se ine Z unge sic h um mehr als 100 m z uruckgezogen hat. D er fUr den Q o ri K a lis G ietscher gem essene
Ru ckgang stimmt m it dem Verhalten a ndere r tro pischer Gletscher uberein .

INTRODUCTION

The Que1ccaya ice cap Oat. l3 °56'S., long. 700 50'W.) in the Cordillera Oriental of southern
Peru has a maximum elevation of 5 650 m and is uniquely suited for the application of ice-core
• Co ntributi on No. 400 or th e In stitute or Po la r Studies, Ohi o St ate Uni versit y, Columbu s, Ohi o 4 3210, U.S .A .
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climatic techniques. Initial results from the climatic ice-core studies and glaciological
investigations have been published (Thompson and others, 1979; Thompson, 1980). The central
objective of the field research program remains the retrieval of one or more ice cores to bedrock ,
from which a climatic history for tropical South America will be reconstructed on the basis of
microparticle and oxygen-isotope analyses. The work of Quelccaya expeditions in 1978 and
1979 included ice thickness determinations using gravity survey and mono-pulse ice radar
sounding techniques. In addition, a study of the variation of the largest outlet glacier over a
15 year period was accomplished by means of aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry to assess
one measure of the stability of the ice-cap system.

GRAVIMETRY

A west-east traverse was made across the ice cap along the route indicated on the map in
Figure 1. The techniques used are similar to those employed by Littlewood (1952) and Bull and
Hardy (1956). A Worden geodetic gravity meter was used and the station positions and
elevations were determined by triangulation and trigonometric levelling.
Free-air and Bouguer corrections have been applied to measured station gravity values
assuming that all the material under the stations has a density of 2.6 x 103 kg m - 3.
"Deficiencies" in the Bouguer anomalies at ice-cap stations, compared with those on rock
adjacent to the ice, are attributed directly to the replacement of material of density 2.6 x
103 kg m - 3 by ice of density 0 .9 x 10 3 kg m - 3. This is equivalent to I mgal deficiency
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Fig. J. This map illustrates the central section oJthe Quelccaya ice cap. The dashed line represents the edge oJ tile ice.
Along the transects, triangles represent survey sites where gra vity measurements were made, circles represent
mono-pulse ice radar sounding sites, diamonds represent survey sites and squares indicate where ice-core samples
Jor micropartic/e, oxygen isotope, and total fJ radioactivity were taken 10 a depth oJ8 m or more.
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Quelccaya Gravity Traverse
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Fig. 2. Ice depths and bedrock topography as determined/ram the lVest-east gra vity sun'ey are shown. Sy mbols along
base line are the same as those in Figure I. Th e thick est ice occurs along the west-east tra verse at the summit 0/
the ice cap.

representing 14 m of ice. An initial analysis of the gravity data has been completed without
application of terrain corrections. The ice depths and bedrock topography obtained are
presented in Figure 2. Additional potential errors in these results arise from the assumption for
the mean density of rock in the area and the possibility of the occurrence of a low-density drift
layer of unknown thickness at least in some locations along the traverse.

MONO-PULSE ICE RADAR SOUNDINGS

Radio echo-sounders have been used successfully for sounding cold polar ice since the early
1960's (Ro bin , 1975[ a J) but were not generally successful on warm temperature glaciers where
the echo fro m the ice- bedrock surface may be obscured by echoes from water-filled pockets in
ice (Smith and Evans, 1972 ; Watts and England , 1976). Appreciating this, Vickers and Bollen
have developed a temperature glacier sounder at the Stanford Research Institute under contract
to the U.S. Geological Survey.
Since the Quelccaya ice cap is temperate (Thompson, 1980), a glacier sounder was
con structed in 1979 for temperate ice using designs furnished by S. Hodge (U.S. Geological
Survey, Tacoma, personal communication). The equipment consists of a transmitter, used to
generate voltage steps a few hundred volts in amplitude, and identical transmitting and receiving
antennas. The antennas, resistively loaded dipoles tuned to radiate a single cycle at 5 MHz, were
placed directly on the surface and separated by 50 to 100 m. Since signal levels were strong, the
receiving antenna was coupled directly to an oscilloscope from which the data were recorded on
Polaroid film. The oscilloscope time base, calibrated prior to going into the field, was used as the
reference for all time measurements. Recording the signals in this manner permitted
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measurements of travel time, amplitude, and relative phase at several discrete points on the ice
cap (Fig. I). However, the wide separation between sample points created difficulties in
interpreting some of these results.
Examples of radar data collected on the Quelccaya ice cap are shown in Figure 3. The
complete wave train (Fig. 3a) includes the surface wave which travels along the upper surface of
the air-snow interface, arrivals scattered from features within the ice, and a strong echo at about
1.5 f.l.s which is interpreted as the reflection from the ice-rock boundary. None of the waves
interpreted as reflections from the ice-rock interface appear to be distorted nor are there any
strong arrivals later than the bedrock reflection, suggesting that the bedrock is relatively smooth.
Complications which arose in some of the collected data are also shown in Figure 3. An
occasional, unexplained distortion of the transmitted wave (Fig. 3b) made it diffi c ult to relate like
parts of the transmitted and reflected waves for travel -time measurements. An oscilloscope
triggering malfunction resulted in a partial loss of the transmitted wave (Fig. 3c) creating some
zero-time uncertainty.

Fig. 3. These are typical echograms obtained along the north-south crest o/the ice cap. In each echogram the leller A
indicates the sur/ace wave and the letter B indicates the bottom reflection. The return echoes are well defined,
which is typical 0/ a relatively flat bedrock sur/ace. A complete wave traill/rom the pia/eau sOllth o/the Summit
dome is illustrated ill a. The wave traill ill b is from the saddle between the North and Summit dom es, while /he
wave train in c is/ram the Summit dome.
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Travel-time measurements were made by correlating peaks and troughs on the transmitted
and reflected pulses, taking into account the relative phase of the reflected pulse. Measurements
were straightforward (Fig. 3a) where the entire wave train was recorded, but in some cases where
the initial part of the transmitted pulse is missing, travel-time measurements could still be made
by correlating the latter part of the transmitted pulse, which was recorded, with the appropriate
part of the reflected pulse. (It is assumed that the form of the transmitted pulse is known from the
complete wave trains and that the form does not change with time.) The measuring error is
estimated to be less than ± 0.05 f.1s for all the data except those displaying the extreme distortion
of the tran smitted pulse. For these data an error of ± 0.1 f.1s is assumed.
The average wave speed V used to reduce the travel-time measurements into thicknesses, was
calculated by estimating the average density, jJ, of the calculated ice column and Robin 's
(19751 b]) empirical relation

(I)
where c is the wave speed in a vacuum. Density has been measured to a depth of 11 m on the
Quelccaya ice cap (Thompson, 1980). Vallon and others (1976) find that firn on a temperate
glacier in France approaches full density (ice) at 30 m and therefore, the Quelccaya density data
have been linearly extrapolated to reach ice at 30 m. To investigate the effect of this assumption
(Equation (I)), two limiting curves corresponding to full density at 25 and 35 m were calculated.
Using these models of density and total ice thicknesses of 120, 150, and 180 m, average wave
speeds fell in the range between 171 and 174 m f.1S - I. Therefore, an average wave speed of
172 ± 2 m f.1S - I was adopted where the error represents the estimate of speed extrema. It is
unlikely that the wave speed is significantly less than this value. If the ice density remains low to
depths greater than 35 m , the average speed will increase as will the computed ice thicknesses.
Therefore, in the worst case, the computed ice thicknesses are minimum values.
The total ice thickness H is found by incorporating the measured travel times T, the average
wave speed V, and the antenna separation s, into the formula

H=

V
}2 (S)2J 1/2
[{ T(T+s/c) - 2"

(2)

The calculated thicknesses H are illustrated in Figure 4.

DEPTH- AGE CALCULATIONS FOR THE QUELCCAYA ICE CAP

Future work on the Quelccaya ice cap calls for the recovery of one or more ice cores to
bedrock. In this section we attempt to estimate the length of the climatic record potentially
available from these cores. Our general approach will be to envisage the simplest dynamical
environment consistent with our current knowledge of the Quelccaya ice cap in order to obtain
an estimate of possible upper and lower bounds on the potential depth-age profile.
Previous work by Thompson (1980) has determined the current accumulation rate b to be
1.24 m a - I (ice) and the ice thickness H between Summit and North domes (Fig. 4) is taken to
be 180 m. In add ition, we make the following assumptions:

(I) The ice cap is in steady state with a n accumulation rate that is independent of time.
(2) Bottom melting is occurring at a rate bm of 0.005 m a - I (ice). This corresponds to a
typical geothermal heat flux of 1. 7 x 106 J m - 2 a - I and is based on temperature
measurements by Thompson (1980) which indicate that except for the upper 10 m, the
ice is temperate throughout.
(3) The ice flow is two-dimensional , with the vertical coordinate y positive downward
measured from the upper surface of the ice.
(4) The horizontal velocity is constant at the base of the ice cap.
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Quelccaya Ice Radar Traverse
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Fig. 4. lee thickness estimates from the mono-pulse ice radar data illustrate that the thickest ice occurs between the
North dome and Summit dome.

We also need to make some assumptions concerning the explicit form of the vertical strain rate By . Assumptions (3) and (4) imply that the vertical strain-rate must vanish at the base of the
ice cap. We will also consider a constant vertical strain-rate to see what effect a more realistic
treatment of bottom sliding would have on our estimates.
The models we will consider for the vertical strain-rate are of three types. The fir st type
(Class I flow model) represents a flow regime in which the strain-rate varies most rapidly with
depth in the upper part of the ice sheet. Bore-hole tilting measurements on the Devon Island ice
cap (Paterson, 1976) and on Athabasca Glacier (Savage and Paterson , 1963) seem to be
consistent with this type of model. For the second type of model (Class II flow model), the
largest strain-rate variation occurs in the lower part of the' ice cap. This type of strain-rate
variation with depth was observed on the Blue Glacier (Shreve and Sharp, 1970 ; Harrison ,
1975), on the Barnes Ice Cap (Hooke, 1973) and also on Athabasca Glacier (Savage and
Paterson, 1963). (See Raymond (1980) for a review of bore-hole tilting results from temperate
glaciers.) Finally, the third model considered involves the explicit use of a flow law, along with an
attempt to incorporate the longitudinal stress in a simple way.

Class I flow model
We take the vertical strain-rate to vary with depth according to

By

=

Bo (1 - Y)n

(3)

where

y=~
H

is the reduced depth. The vertical velocity v(y) is calculated by integrating Equation (3):

v(y)=

faY

By dyr=b(l - Y)n +l +bm
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with

We have also used the boundary conditions that the vertical velocity on the upper and lower
surfaces of the ice sheet be band bm, respectively. Since

dt=~

(5)

v(y)

the depth-age profile I(y) is given by integrating Equation (6):

(

fey) =

dy'
v(y')'

Jo

(6)

We find for Class I models that the age of ice near the bottom of the ice cap varies greatly with
the exponent n (see Table 0. For example, ice one meter above bedrock is 3250 years old for
n = I, compared to 12 500 years old for n = 4. This is due to the more rapid layer thinning that
occurs for the more actively deforming ice represented by higher values of n. The thickness of an
annual layer as a function of depth is
A(y) = bex p(

J(yo ~dY')'
v(y')

(7)

At a depth of 100 m, we find that an annual layer has thinned from 1.24 m to 0.25 m for n = I,
while at the same depth, for n = 3 the annual layer thickness is only 0.05 m. Depth-age curves
for n = 0 to 4 are shown in Figure 5.
The length of the climatic record that can be obtained from an ice core depends on the depth
to which annual layers can be identified. The use of stable-isotope or microparticle stratigraphy
requires that enough samples be taken from an annual increment to define the annual peak in
either of these features. We require that at least five samples be taken per layer. Due to the
difficulty involved in cutting very thin sections of core in the field (core cannot be maintained in
frozen condition due to lack of refrigeration facilities near the Quelccaya ice cap), we require
here that an annual layer must be at least 0.02 m (ice) thick to be clearly identified.
The age of an annual layer of initial thickness 1.24 m that has been thinned to 0.02 m is
displayed in Table I for Class I models with exponents n ranging from 0 to 4. It is interesting to
note that values of n = I to 4 give about the same age, I 100 years.
TABLE I. RESULT OF USING DIFFERENT MODELS TO CALCULATE ICE THINNING AND AGE
In this Table. Yo is the depth in meters at which an annual layer of original thickness 1.24 m (ice)
has thinned to the minimum layer thickness of 0.02 m; 10 is the corresponding age in years and Ib
is the age in years of ice one meter from the bottom. The ice thickness is taken as 180 m and it is
assumed that bottom melting is occurring at a rate of 0.005 m a - I.

Class I Flow Model
ty = t o( I _ Y)"

Class fI Flow Model

cy = co(l - Y")

11

)'0

10

Ib

11

0
I
2
3
4

177.8
160.2
138.6
120.2
105 .5

600
1044
I 152
I 122
1080

678
3250
6665
9838
12549

2
3
4

Yo

10

Ib

160.2
163.6
165.6
167.0

1044
950
866
843

3250
2732
2418
2203
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Fig. 5. Th eoretical depth- age profilesfor the Quelccaya ice cap. Th e figure shows depth- age profiles calclllQ(edjrom
the flo w models discussed in the tex t. The x marks the position on each curve where all annual layer of sUlfa ce
thickness 1.24 m has thinned to 0.02 m. Th e n = 1 curves are identical fo r Class 1 and Class 11 flow models.

Class Il flow model
Here the vertical strain-rate is given by

ey =

eo(l - Y").

(8)

The same form , with n = 2, has been used by Whillans (J 979) in his analysis of the Byrd Station
bore-hole tilting results. The vertical velocity, for
0, is

n"*

(j

I

.

v(y)=--(Y" + - (n+ 1)Y)+b.

n

(9)

The resulting depth-age profile is displayed in Figure 5. From Table I we see that the maximum
and minimum ages of 1 044 and 600 years are bracketed by n = I (identical to the n = I case for
Class I models) and the constant strain-rate model (n = 0 in Equation (3)), respectively. We see
also from Figure 5 that the constant strain-rate model is actually the limiting case of /1 -400 . This
can be shown explicitly by letting n approach infinity in Equation (9).
We note from Table I that the minimum annual layer thickness occurs within a relatively
narrow depth interval, between 160 and 170 m, for n = I to 4, while the corresponding age differs
by several hundred years.

Flow-law model
Finally we consider a chronology based on a flow law of the form

c=A(B)r"

( 10)

where
2
C

··
= lI Cij
cij ,

2

I
= lOij
Oij,

r
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with tij the components of the strain -rate tensor and oij the deviator stresses (Glen, 1955, 1958;
Nye, 1957). We assume that the flow is effectively two-dimensional so that the effective shear
stress T reduces to
(12)
where
take

0'

is the longitudinal deviator stress and

Txy

is the shear stress. Following Nye (1957) we

(13)
so that the vertical strain-rate becomes

ey = A(B)o'lo,2 + T; y l (n- I)/2 .

(14)

Since we require that the vertical strain-rate vanish at the base of the ice cap, we will assume that
the longitudinal deviator stress can be written
O'(y) = 00 (I - Y).

(15)

The shear stress is

Txy(Y) = pgy sin a

= TO Y

(16)

and

A(B) = A exp(- E / kB)

( 17)

e

where E is the activation energy for creep and
the absolute temperature. For temperatures
close to the melting point of ice, the experiments of Glen (1955) and Steinemann (1958) suggest
that n ~ 3 and E';:;;:, lA eV (Barnes and others, 1971). We have finally for the vertical strain-rate
( 18)
The one free parameter in the model , 00, the surface longitudinal deviator stress, can be fixed by
integrating Equation (18) and applying the boundary conditions on the vertical velocity. Taking
the nominal ice thickness to be 180 m, with sin a ';:;;:,0.06 as suggested by the surface profile
of the ice cap in the vicinity of North dome and Summit dome, and taking the constant A ~ 5 X
10 8 (m 2 N - 1)3 a - I (Barnes and others, 1971) we find that 00 ~ 1.3 X 105 N m - 2. Since the basal
shear stress TO';:;;:, 1 X 10 5 N m - 2, we have a flow regime for which the longitudinal stress
dominates in the upper part of the ice sheet and the shear stress dominates in the lower part.
Havin g fixed the one free parameter, we find that the minimum layer thickness occurs at a depth
of 157.9 m, where the ice is ~ I 300 years old.
It should be emphasized that no attempt is being made to describe the flow regime in terms of
the actual stress environment, which is unknown. We have avoided explicitly incorporating
effects such as three-dimensional flow , non-steady state, and bottom sliding. The first two effects
could alter our estimated depth- age profiles in either direction, depending on their nature.
Significant bottom sliding, for which the sliding velocity changes with distance from the ice crest,
would imply a non-vanishing basal longitudinal deviator stress. We would expect the basal
vertical strain-rate to be non -zero also. Such a situation resembles the case where the strain-rate
is constant with depth , in that the rate of layer thinning in the lower part of the ice sheet would be
less than if the basal vertical strain -rate vanished. The net effect would be to reduce the possible
record available.
It may be possible, then, to obtain a detailed climatic record extending back 600 to I 300
years from an ice core taken on the Quelccaya ice cap. This would encompass the last
Neoglacial period or "Little Ice Age" and provide valuable information about climatic behavior
at low latitudes during this period.
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MAPPING OF QORI KALIS GLACIER VARIATIO S

In 1978 terrestrial photography of the Qori Kalis glacier (Fig. 6), the largest outlet glacier of
the Que1ccaya ice cap, flowing west (see Fig. I), was carried out to determine whether significant
changes had occurred on the glacier. A topographic map of the glacier was compiled for thi s
purpose at a scale of 1: 6000 from 1963 aerial photography and coordinates of the terrestrial
camera stations and of control points CP I, CP2 and CP3 (Fig. 6) used for the terrestrial
photography, were measured during this compilation. The height difference and distance
between camera stations were also measured in the field in 1978 and the two determinations are
in excellent agreement.
The terrestrial photographs were taken from a 370 m base line located on a bluff about 900 m
from the glacier terminus with a Hasselblad 500 EL Data camera equipped with a Zeiss Biogon
60 mm lens and a focal -plane reseau. This allowed corrections for film deformation to be applied.
Lens distortion was negligible and atmospheric refraction was ignored because of the close range
of the photography. The position of the edge of the glacier was determined analytically from
comparator measurements on a Zeiss PSK stereocomparator. Unfortunately, foreground areas
of the glacier could not be fused stereoscopic ally and monocular measurement of some of the
points was required.
A comparison of the position of the glacier determined from the 1978 photography with that
determined from the 1963 photography is shown in Figure 7. The 1978 outline is approximated

Fig. 6. This Hasselblad camera photograph of the Qori Kalis glacier was taken in 1978. The photo points which were
measured during the photogrammetric analysis are indicated by dots.
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Qor i Kalis Glacier
Quelccaya Ice Cap. Peru
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Fig. 7. Th is map compares the extent of the Qori Kalis glacier as determined from the 1978 photography with that
determined jrom the 1963 photography. Th e terminus of the glacier has retreated more than 100 m.

by connecting the discrete point determinations by straight-line segments. The photo points
which were measured are shown in Figure 6. A detailed analysis of the photogrammetric results
suggests that the coordinates of these points are determined with a precision of about ± 10 m. As
illustrated in Figure 7 the terminus of the Qori K alis glacier has retreated more than 100 m over
this 15 year interval. The inside of the large moraine at point CP 1, as indicated in Figure 6, is
440 m from the present ice margin.
The retreat of tropical glaciers is well documented and appears to have been characteristic of
tropical glaciers over the past century. The glaciers of Mount Jaya, New Guinea (Allison and
Peterson , 1976), are in a recession which began near the middle of the nineteenth century
according to the modelling work of Allison and Kruss (1977). In East Africa the glaciers of
Kilimanjaro, the Ruwenzori, and Mt Kenya have been receding since the earliest observations
near the end of the last century (Hastenrath , 1975; Whittow and others, 1963). In the Americas,
Wood (I970) reports a decrease in ice extent by one third between 1939 and 1969 for most
Colombian glaciers. For the Ecuadorian Andes, Hastenrath (1981) evaluated historical sources
since the era of Spanish colonization. The ice equilibrium line appears to have been lower than at
present in the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries and glacier recession began in the middle of the
nineteenth century at the latest and has continued to the present. Further, Mercer (I 962) reports
a ri se in snow-line of 780 m from 1886 to 1942 in the Cordillera Blanca of northern Peru.

CONCLUSIONS

Two independent techniques have been used to determine the thickness of the Quelccaya ice
cap. The gravimetry and mono-pulse radar ice-thickness determinations are very comparable.
The greatest thickness measured was 180 ± 10 m in the saddle between the Summit and the
North domes. Using the current accumulation measurements, depth-age calculations indicate
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that an ice core record covering at least the last 600 years and possibly a much longer time
period can be obtained from this tropical ice cap.
In an attempt to determine the equilibrium of the Quelccaya ice cap the position of the 1978
margin of Quelccaya's largest outlet glacier, the Qori Kalis, has been compared to the position of
the 1963 margin. These results indicate that the outlet glacier has thinned over this 15 year
interval and the terminus has retreated more than 100 m. At this stage it is not clear whether the
retreat of this ice tongue reflects a simultaneous retreat for the entire Quelccaya ice pl a teau.
Nevertheless, the ice-tongue retreat is consistent with the retreat of other tropical glaciers over
the past century.
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